
Cherubs the  Trilogy  Launches
A film that is made for the average Joe. That is what
Cherubs is all about.

MIAMI, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES, September 4, 2015
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Maxx Walker-Bolton has just
released a new project called "Cherubs". The project is
now up on Thunderclap for everyone to see and be a part
of by spreading the words through social media.

Chamblee Productions will showcase the new trilogy
written by Maxx Walker-Bolton. When asked what
inspired him to write those new fantastic scripts about the
mysterious world of angels, Walker-Bolton says as his
own beliefs grew he felt it necessary to share his
experiences with these unusual phenomena that are
angels. This campaign is showcasing the project in a
unique way.  The backers are able to get an inside look at
how this idea came to realization and become part of the
conversation on the film future.  Anyone who has a
passion for the unknown will be interested to see how this
works. Most stories of this type have been molded to fit
Hollywood, but we want to shape our film to fit the
average Joe and we need your advice and support to

help make our film become a reality says Walker-Bolton.

To realize growth and reach future users the creator has chosen social media and crowdfunding as a
platform to get the word out.  The crowdfunding process will allow the creator to see users reactions
and help facilitate societal involvement.  Crowdfunding is a fantastic and relatively new way of gaining
exposure, but the team is positive that this will be the key to their success. The goal of this campaign
is to reach those who share the vision of angels, share ideas on the unexplainable, and create a
community of like-minded individuals who are interested in collaboration with the founders.

The founder says, "We're confident that these efforts will bring to people something they didn't even
know was missing.  It will seamlessly fit into the curious culture. This will guarantee that people can
be more than they ever imagined when they can relate to their own experiences with angels."

"We're really excited to be launching our crowdfunding campaign on September 8, 2015", says
Walker-Bolton. "With simple features and an intuitive platform, this is something anyone can use to
jump start their project." Take a comprehensive look at what this groundbreaking project is all about. 

And for those who cannot help with donations, they know how far a Facebook or Twitter "Like" and
"Share" can travel.  So every little bit counts. Thank you!
You are also free to contact Maxx Walker-Bolton if you would like to contribute in other ways or need
more information.  We would love to hear from you!

http://www.einpresswire.com


Please Visit:
https://www.thunderclap.it/projects/30270-cherubs-they-are-with-us

Fredrick M. Walker
Chamblee Productions
7866206014
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